: Statistics and scores of the categorical models of the different research groups in alphabetic order. Table S4 : Sensitivity and specificity of the different evaluation steps for categorical models Table S5 : statistics and scores of agonist, antagonist and binding continuous models based on the five potency classes defined using the reference chemicals.
: Information on participating groups Table S2 : Project plan and tasks accomplished in each step Table S3 : Statistics and scores of the categorical models of the different research groups in alphabetic order. Table S4 : Sensitivity and specificity of the different evaluation steps for categorical models Table S5 : statistics and scores of agonist, antagonist and binding continuous models based on the five potency classes defined using the reference chemicals. Table S6 : Participant single categorical models compared to agonist antagonist and binding categorical consensus predictions (as the "observed response") after the 4 correction rules were applied. It shows the number of predicted chemicals (out of the total 32k prediction set), the number of actives (out of the 4001 actives predicted by the consensus categorical model) and summary statistics based on the consensus categorical predictions. Step 2: Experimental data preparation from literature for models validation -Collect experimental data from literature for the evaluation set -Combine the different assays / results into a unique score -Define a strategy to evaluate the individual models
Step 3: Modeling and predictions -Train/refine the models based on the training set -Make predictions using the individual models -Deliver predictions and applicability domains (AD) for evaluation
All groups
Step 4: Model evaluation -Analyze the training and evaluation datasets -Evaluate the predictions of each model separately -EPA_NCCT
Step 5: Consensus strategy development -Develop strategies to create consensus scores -Define a score for each model based on the evaluation step -Define a weighting scheme based on scores -EPA_NCCT (Discussed with all groups)
Step 6: Consensus modeling (and validation) -Combine the predictions based on the weighting scheme -(Validate the consensus model using an experimental evaluation set) if ready? -EPA_NCCT The number of chemicals used for the evaluation of each model for the different steps is also provided. ToxCast data: predictions overlapping with the 1529 ToxCast chemicals. BA: balanced accuracy; Multi. Src: number of compounds in the literature data with multiple literature sources; non_vw: number of compounds in the literature data that are not very weak binders; In AD: number of compounds inside the applicability domain; All filters: remaining compounds after removing the chemicals with single source, very weak and outside the AD, % predicted: the fraction of the predicted chemicals by a certain model out of the total 32k list, score_1 and score_2 are scoring functions calculated using equations 1 and 2, respectively. by the total number of models providing a prediction for that chemical.
